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1. Introduction 

An old question in economics is “what causes stock market jumps”? At one extreme is 

the view that all stock price movements rationally incorporate news about stock returns or 

discount rates. As such, large jumps in national stock indices should be accompanied by news 

influencing future returns or discount rates. At the opposite extreme is the view that the stock-

market fluctuations are driven by speculation, for example the well-known quotes by Keynes 

(1936) that investing is like a “beauty contest”, where investors price stocks not based on their 

opinion of their fundamental valuation but what they think others currently value them for. 

In this paper we tackle this question using examining the next day’s newspaper after 

major stock market moves, covering over 1,100 jumps of +/- 2.5% since 1900 in the US and 

2,500 jumps in 13 other countries. These jumps are large enough that they almost always attract 

newspaper coverage in major newspapers the following day, so we can analyze these articles 

using a team of 22 undergraduate and graduate auditors. And because a sizeable fraction of stock 

market movements occurs on these jumps days, understanding their determinants offers insights 

into financial market more broadly.1 

Our auditor team categorizes stock market jumps into one of 16 categories according to 

the journalists’ reporting, determines their geographic origin and evaluates measures of clarity of 

the attributed cause. In the US, we do this using five different newspapers for each jump – the 

Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Washington Post, the Boston Globe and the LA 

Times – while in other countries we use one or two leading papers. 

We also test a range of machine learning and natural language models and discuss why 

these approaches are (at present) inferior to human auditors. We hope, however, that this large 

corpus of jump events and associated newspaper text will aid the ongoing development of text to 

data for financial moves.2 

Of course, earlier studies have examined news reports to evaluate the drivers of stock-

market moves. For example, classic studies by Niederhoffer (1971) and Cutler, Poterba, and 

Summers (1989) examined major US stock-market jumps in the past to see to what extent they 

could be explained by news events, coming to mixed conclusions. Our approach differs in its 

 
1 Between 1900 and 2018 about 20% of total daily variation (sum of absolute returns) and 50% of daily quadratic 
variation (sum of squared returns), happened on the 3% of trading days with the largest absolute returns. 
2 The jump dataset and full set of newspaper text is available at XXX. 
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scale in examining over 4,000 jumps, its breadth covering 14 countries and going back to 1900 in 

the US (and 1930 in the UK), and detail in measuring the causes, geographic source and clarity.  

For some days, this attribution is simple. In Figure 1 plots the intraday movements (in 5-

minute increments) of 4 days with daily stock market movements of greater than 2.5%. The top 

row contains two days with sharp, near-instantaneous, movements in the S&P 500 index which 

makes it easy for journalists to attribute the cause of movements on these days. In the top left the 

market jumped almost 3% after the Fed announced interest rate cuts while in the top right the 

market surged in opening following a European announcement to provide bailout support for 

Greece. In other cases, for example the two days in the bottom row, the market drifted by more 

than 2.5% during the day, but with no clear jump or event, leaving journalists were unclear about 

the cause. 

This paper demonstrates four key results. First, the US has been and remains an 

extremely important driver of global stock-market volatility. Between 1980 and 2018 the share 

of jumps attributed to the US was 34%, substantially above its 20% share of global GDP. 

Moreover, this share of jumps attributed to the US has risen moderately since 1980 even though 

the US share of global GDP has fallen. 

Second, the ‘clarity’ of stock market move attribution – measured by the share of articles 

within and across papers that agree on the cause of a jump, the share of “unknown” attributions, 

and the confidence of the journalists assertion over causality - has increased dramatically. From 

1900 to 1945 news coverage of financial markets shows a steep rise in clarity, probably linked to 

the improvements in financial transparency, communications and news. Clarity also turns out to 

matter for future volatility – perhaps unsurprisingly, jumps which have unclear attribution are 

followed by significantly more volatility in future days. 

Third, jumps caused by non-policy events (particularly macroeconomics news) lead to 

higher realized stock-market volatility, while jumps caused by policy events (particularly 

monetary policy) reduce realized and implied future stock-volatility. This suggests while 

monetary policy surprises lead to stock-market jumps, they may reduce future volatility. 

Finally, the mix of jumps has itself changed over time. Most notably, comparing stock 

movements in the United States prior to 1945 to those following 1945, we find that 

Commodities, Regulation, and Sovereign Military Action were a significantly larger share of 

jump drivers in the pre-war period, while in the post-war period, Corporate Earnings, 
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Macroeconomic News, Monetary Policy and Non-Sovereign Military Action (Terrorism) are 

more dominant. 

 Our work builds on several prior literatures. Many papers have shown that financial 

journalism affects the stock market, above and beyond the information contained in the articles. 

Tetlock (2007) shows that sentiment in the Wall Street Journal’s Abreast of the Market column 

can predict returns, and extreme optimism or pessimism predicts high trading volume. We build 

on this, showing that different categories of news have different implications for volatility after 

the news is reported3. Engelberg and Parsons (2011) use differences in local media coverage of 

national events to show that differences in journalists’ explanations are internalized by investors 

reading those articles. Our method covers multiple newspapers, and finds that when the reporters 

disagree, realized volatility is higher, consistent with Carlin, et al (2014). Manela and Moreira 

(2017) use machine learning to construct a measure of stock market uncertainty from newspaper 

data and find that news about wars and policy are important determinants of risk premia. We also 

find that policy is an important driver of stock market jumps, and discuss the potential pitfalls 

involved with machine classifications of newspaper articles. 

 We also contribute to the literature on how the clarity of financial writing affects stock 

returns. Li (2008) constructs a ‘fog index’, designed to measure the readability of SEC filings 

from document length and sentence complexity. Li finds that less ‘fog’ predicts better future firm 

performance. We construct a ‘clarity’ index based on subjective human assessment of article 

readability, and the strength of attribution of a cause to the jump of interest. We find high clarity 

predicts lower volatility after the jump. Shiller (2017) discusses how narratives can become 

widespread and affect global stock markets, even if they are not true. We find that jumps without 

a strong link to fundamental information on average lead to more volatility than jumps with clear 

connections to new economic developments. 

A large body of work (eg. Shiller (1981), Roll (1988), etc.) has discussed the extent to 

which fluctuations in stock price movements, can be attributed to news about fundamentals like 

future cash flow and discount rates. In this vein, Cutler, Poterba, and Summers (1989) investigate 

the interaction of financial market returns with both macroeconomic news as well as ‘qualitative 

news’ regarding political or military events, by examining specific large movements of equity 

 
3 Note that our exercise differs from Tetlock (2007) and others, in that we are interested in the ex-post attribution of 
stock market jumps to causes by newspapers, rather than the effect of newspaper coverage on future stock-market 
behavior.  
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markets in the United States. We continue and expand upon their work, investigating what drives 

large stock market movements and how these causes may have important implications for the 

future path of asset prices and volatility4. This is consistent with Pastor and Veronesi (2012) 

where after bad fundamental news arises the government steps in to ameliorate the problem and 

with Kelly, Pastor and Veronesi (2016), where option prices drop after elections. Our results are 

consistent with the models’ predictions when studying realized stock market volatility over the 

month following the jump. For example: monetary policy jumps are associated with relatively 

lower future abnormal realized volatility than macroeconomic news. 

Many papers have measured the effect of news releases on the stock market. Boudoukh 

et. al. (2013) find that they can increase the R-squared measure in Roll (1988) by selecting 

‘relevant’ news, and by conditioning on sentiment. We build on this in two dimensions: (1) By 

focusing on days with large stock market moves, there is almost always an article in the financial 

press offering a potential explanation (2) By having trained readers select the articles, we are 

more likely to be focusing on news relevant to each jump. 

Birz and Lott (2011) identify news headlines following macroeconomic data releases and 

find that news about GDP and employment are especially important for predicting stock returns. 

We find that volatility is higher following jumps attributed to Macroeconomic News & Outlook 

than all other categories. Fernandez-Perez et. al. (2017) find that the VIX drops after FOMC 

announcements, consistent with our results that volatility is lower following jumps attributed to 

Monetary Policy than all other categories. Goldberg and Grisse (2013) conduct a high frequency 

analysis on days where Macroeconomic news is released and find that the stock market response 

to news depends on current economic conditions. Consistent with this, we find that the 

differences in future realized volatility across categories is stronger in recessions and is stronger 

when the initial jump is negative. Fisher et. al. (2017) find that media attention has predictive 

power for volatility even conditioning on information contained in the macro announcements. 

We find our results related to Monetary Policy are robust to conditioning on the monetary policy 

surprise contained in each FOMC announcement, as measured by Gurkaynak et. al. (2005). 

 
4 An extensive literature has more broadly documented and modeled the properties of stock market volatility.  The 
Engle (1982) ARCH model allows previous shocks to influence current volatility.  This was generalized in 
Bollerslev (1986), which allows for a general ARMA structure in the error variance.  To account for the Black 
(1976) leverage effect, Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle (1993) allow for asymmetric effects of positive and 
negative innovations in the volatility process.  For more related work, see Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson’s Chapter 
of the (1994) Handbook of Econometrics. 
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Many papers have documented the dominance of the United States in global financial 

markets. For example, Maggiori, et. al. (2018) find that dollar-denominated securities are an 

exception to home-bias puzzle in international investing. Boz et. al. (2017) find the dollar share 

of global invoicing is higher than the U.S. share of global GDP or global trade. Obstfeld (2015) 

finds that a large amount of credit intermediated outside the United States is denominated in U.S. 

Dollars. Gopinath and Stein (2018) argue the dominance the dollar can be explained by 

complimentary between a currency being used for invoicing and for being a safe store of value. 

We contribute this literature by recording the geographic origins of the jumps in our sample and 

confirming the dominant role of U.S. news developments as a driver of jumps globally. 

Several papers have explored the links stock markets across countries. Mehl (2013) finds 

that shocks are transmitted across global stock markets, and these effects cannot be entirely 

explained by fundamentals. Consistent with this, we find that real links between economies 

(trade share of GDP) cannot explain the shares of jumps transmitted across countries. Ehrmann 

et. al. (2011) look at transmission of shocks both across countries and across asset classes. They 

find US has strong influence on Europe, but Europe has minimal effect on US. We find this is 

also true for stock market jumps. 

Finally, there is a large literature linking the stock market to real economic outcomes. 

Fama (1981) finds a negative relationship between stock returns and inflation, Fischer and 

Merton (1984) show that stock returns are good predictors of business cycles and output, and 

Barro (1990) links stock returns to investment. Campbell et al. (2001) find that market-wide, 

industry-level and idiosyncratic volatility all have predictive power for GDP growth. We 

contribute to this by looking at the predictive power of different jump categories for GDP. We 

find that Macro-related news is positively related to future GDP growth, while for all other 

categories, jumps of any sign predict lower GDP going forward. 

 Section 2 describes the construction of the categorized stock market movement data as 

well as the other data sources utilized in the paper. Section 3 presents facts regarding 

composition of jump drivers over time and across countries. Section 4 contains several exercises 

taken to evaluate the accuracy of the categorizations. Section 5 discusses our measurement of the 

clarity of jump category attribution. Section 6 illustrates differential effects that jump categories 

have on returns and volatility. Section 7 notes the relationship between jump type and real 

economic effects. Section 8 concludes. 
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2. Data 

2.1 US Stock Jumps Data 

Using a large team of human readers, we categorize the cause of large daily stock market 

moves based on newspaper coverage the following day. For the United States, we first compile a 

list of all days where the CRSP Value-Weighted Index had an absolute return of 2.5% or more 

from 1926 to 2016. Prior to 1926, we utilize the GFD’s DOW extension. 

In the United States, we utilize the following procedure across five major newspapers: the 

Wall Street Journal, the New York Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Washington Post, and the 

LA Times.5 For each newspaper and each day with a market move of more than 2.5%, human 

readers search the newspaper’s archive for relevant articles published the following day. For 

example, for the large stock market jump on Tuesday the 29th of October 1974, the readers 

would search the archive on Wednesday the 30th of October, 1974 for articles. For large market 

movements that occur on a Friday, both the weekend edition of the newspaper and the Monday 

edition are searched. 

The readers search the archive on a given date for articles the mention phrases like ‘stock 

market’, ‘wall street’, ‘S&P’, or ‘Dow Jones’. The readers select the first article that features the 

search terms in the title and has relevant terms in the abstract/summary of the article or mentions 

the previous day’s percentage rise or fall in the index in the title. Readers were instructed to 

avoid summaries, abstracts, digests, etc. (articles <300 words). In an article satisfied these 

requirements but did not directly discuss the cause of the previous day’s movement, additional 

articles were checked using the procedure define above, excluding the original article. 

If none of the search terms, index terms, mention of the rise or fall, or mention of the 

previous day’s market action appeared, then a more in-depth search is undertaken where several 

articles are read in depth and the most appropriate article chosen. With this procedure, we were 

able to identify at least one relevant article for every day with a large stock market move in our 

US post-1926 sample.6 

 
5 For certain exercises, we limit our analysis to results from the Wall Street Journal. This newspaper has the most 
thorough coverage of financial news and has the most complete and consistent archive back to 1900. 
6 Especially in the earlier half of our sample, the most common article that is selected in the Wall Street Journal was 
the daily ‘Abreast of the Market’ column that has been utilized by other researchers for textual analysis. However, in 
most cases across our sample period, other articles do a more thorough job of highlighting causes of the previous 
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Readers are assigned to carefully review each article and categorize the article’s 

attribution of the cause of the stock market movement on the previous day. A detailed approach 

to this coding is laid out in the detailed (110 page) online appendix “Coding Large Daily 

Financial Market Moves - Data Construction Guide”.7 For each category, a careful definition, as 

well as several examples from newspaper articles, are provided. In the Appendix, we display 

samples of the categorical examples from the Data Construction Guide taken from actual jump-

day newspaper articles. Each notes the category that should be assigned to that day’s article, 

highlights the relevant portion of the article’s text, and gives the reasoning behind the category 

selection. 

In addition, the Data Construction Guide goes on to further define the boundaries 

between pairs of related categories. As one example, the Data Construction Guide highlights that 

the ‘Monetary Policy & Central Banking’ category is distinguished from the ‘Macroeconomic 

News & Outlook’ category as follows: 

 

Some news articles that discuss market reactions to macro developments also 

discuss the Fed’s normal response to the macro development. Generally, we code 

an article as Macro News & Outlook if it attributes the market move to news 

about the macro economy. We code it as Monetary Policy & Central Banking if 

the article attributes the market move to (a) shifts in how the Fed responds to a 

given macro development or (b) news about unexpected consequences of Fed 

actions. Take the following two examples: 

1. Macroeconomic News & Outlook example: The market moves because it 

anticipates or speculates (or sees) that the Fed will respond in its usual manner 

to news about the macro economy. That is, the market anticipates or 

speculates that the Fed will respond to macro developments according to a 

Taylor Rule or other well-defined, well-understood description of the Fed's 

interest-rate setting behavior. 

 
day’s movement. Moreover, other newspapers rarely featured a consistent column across time that discussed market 
movements. 
7 The categories are: Commodities, Corporate Earnings and Profit, Elections and Political Transitions, Foreign Stock 
Markets, Government Spending, Macroeconomic News, Monetary Policy and Central banking, Non-Sovereign 
Military/Terror, Regulation, Sovereign Military/Terror, Taxes, Trade and Exchange Rate Policy, Other Policy, Other 
Non-Policy, and Unknown. 
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2. Monetary Policy & Central Banking example: The market moves because of a 

surprise change in the policy interest rate -- i.e., a surprise conditional on the 

state of the macro economy. From a Taylor Rule perspective, we can think of 

this change as a new value for the innovation term in the Taylor rule. 

 

Each day in our sample is assigned a primary categorical cause for the day’s large market 

movement. Many days also are coded with secondary causes, as determined by the weight put on 

each cause within the newspaper article. Causes that are emphasized in the title or sub-title of the 

article are given more weight, as are causes that are specifically noted to be the primary driver of 

the day’s large movements. If an article mentions multiple causes but does not clearly denote a 

primary cause, the readers utilize the order in which the reasons are mentioned or discussed in 

the article as a tie breaker. Additional reasons (beyond primary and secondary) can be noted in 

the comment field. 

 For each primary cause of a market movement, the geographic source was also recorded. 

For instance, a large market movement in the US driven by a change in the Federal Funds Rate 

would be attributed to the United States, whereas a large market movement in the US caused by 

the decision of the UK to leave the gold standard would be attributed to the United Kingdom. 

Multiple countries may be cited if, for instance, a statement or action was taken by a 

multinational organization or coalition of countries. 

Two additional measures for each article are recorded by the reader. The first is the 

‘Confidence’ with which an article advances an explanation for a given day’s market 

movements. This ranges from a Confidence score of 3 (high confidence) if the article’s author 

directly states that the move was driven by a specific factor, to a score of 1 (low confidence) if 

the author gives multiple potential reasons, or states that investors and analysts were unsure of 

the reason for a market movement. 

 Readers also classify articles based on the ‘Ease of Coding’, which measures how 

difficult it was to assign a primary cause to the market movement. The score ranges from 3 (Easy 

to code) for articles that rapidly and clearly identify the cause of the jumps to 1 (Hard to code) 

for articles that meander, offer several explanations or are hard to understand. This related to 

Confidence but is not the same – a journalist may be confident that specific events drove markets 

on a given day but write an opaque article, or be unsure but state this clearly early in the article. 
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 For the United States, we conducted a thorough cross-validation with multiple coders 

across multiple newspapers for each article. Each coder followed the coding procedure outlined 

above, as detailed in “Coding Large Daily Financial Market Moves - Data Construction Guide”. 

After all articles were read, we re-examined days where coders disagreed about the primary and 

secondary cause of the market movement. This happened more often on days that were also 

coded as having a lower ease of coding and less confidence by the article’s author regarding the 

driver of the market movement. 

 To resolve each disagreement, readers re-read the original article and referred to the Data 

Construction Guide to make sure that the guidelines were being carefully followed. Most 

disagreements were easily resolved as a reader may have misread an article or misapplied the 

guidelines from the Data Construction Guide. For articles which still produce disagreement, 

additional articles in the same newspaper were obtained through the same method as outlined 

above to seek clarity regarding the primary cause. After these steps were taken, readers still 

sometimes disagreed regarding some moves that were highly uncertain. For such days, readers 

could ‘agree to disagree’ regarding the causes of the stock move and our final dataset reflects 

such persistent disagreement. 

 Finally, before analysts started coding, they carefully read the audit guide, underwent a 

half-day training session and then coded 50 WSJ training articles. These WSJ training articles 

had already been coded up by us, enabling us to ensure our auditors were accurately coding (and 

to address any issues) before they coded the research sample. 

 

2.2 Foreign Stock Jumps Data 

For the US we choose a threshold of a 2.5% daily change in the stock market to define 

“jump” days to code. This threshold, which covers about 3% of trading days from 1900-2018, 

was chosen to be large enough to ensure the next day newspaper always contained articles 

discussing the prior days jump. When we extended to other countries we usually maintained a 

2.5% daily return threshold to classify stock market moves as a significant event. For a subset of 

countries with more volatile stock-markets we increased the threshold as the stock markets there 

were more volatile, choosing these thresholds to cover approximately 2-3% of trading days. 

Appendix Table A1 lays out the threshold, start date, and primary newspaper utilized for each 

country. 
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Coders searched the archive of the newspaper of record for a given country (eg. the 

Globe and Mail for Canada or the Financial Times for the UK). This may take the form of 

English-language or non-English-language newspaper. If a non-English-language paper was 

used, a native speaker of that language was used as a coder. As with the coders for the United 

States, foreign country coders searched for articles on the day following each jump that mention 

the stock index in question or the stock market more generally. If the date is a Friday or 

Saturday, Monday’s paper would be searched, as well. 

 

 

3. Big Jumps Over Time and Across Countries 

3.1 Stock Jumps Over Time 

Using our human coders, we find a significant amount of variation over time in both 

jump frequency and in the categorical drivers of jumps. Figure 2 displays the evolution of large 

daily stock market jumps over time in the United States from 1900 to 2018. Also noted are the 

fraction of daily jumps that are driven by government policy rather than non-policy causes like 

news about the economy or corporate earnings, as categorized by coders reading the Wall Street 

Journal. For a relatively small fraction of articles, the cause of the market’s movement for a 

given day cannot be determined by coders reading newspaper articles and a categorization of 

‘unknown’ is utilized (shaded black).8  

In the figure, we see two particularly notable spikes in the frequency of jumps: the first 

starting during the Great Depression from the late 1920s until the late 1930s and the second 

during the Great Recession from 2008-2012. There were also several periods of higher volatility 

during the early 1900s, with World War I, the Panic of 1907, and other financial panics playing a 

role. Almost surprisingly, other wars like World War II, the Korean War, and the War in 

Vietnam produced many fewer large daily jumps in the stock markets. During the post-war 

period, there are long periods with few daily movements large enough to cross the threshold of 

our sample. 

 

3.2 Drivers of Stock Jumps  

 
8 For 5 days early in the sample (all pre-1926), we cannot find an article in the Wall Street Journal related to the 
previous day’s large market movement. This may be driven by measurement error in daily market moves on the part 
of the DOW-extension pre-1926 when the market was composed of many fewer stocks than today. 
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Table 1 displays summary statistics regarding the distribution of the categorical causes of 

these large stock market movements in the United States in the pre-war and post-war period and 

also from our sample of foreign countries.9 This shows that not only have the frequency of large 

stock market movements fluctuated substantially over time, but the causes of these jumps have 

changed, as well. For instance, in the pre-war period in the United States, agriculture made up a 

much larger portion of US GDP, driving a larger share of big stock movements. World Wars I 

and II contributed to the large number of sovereign military jumps. Finally, the New Deal was 

responsible for the high share of regulation jumps in the pre-war period. In the postwar period, 

we see that Monetary Policy was relatively more important, which is consistent with the start of 

regular FOMC meetings in 1981. 

The direction of these large stock movements are not distributed evenly across categories: 

some categories are more likely to be “good news” than “bad news”. For example, Monetary 

Policy jumps can often be attributed to the Federal Reserve responding to a crisis, which is one 

reason why they are positive on average. In contrast, jumps caused by Sovereign Military Action 

typically have negative implications for the stock market. These differences across categories 

contribute to the differential effects on stock market volatility that we explore in Section 6. 

From the table we take away two important stylized facts. First, policy news drives a 

large portion of large daily stock market movements. Over 37% of US jumps are attributed to 

policy: more than macro (24%) or corporate earnings (11%). Globally, 26% of jumps are 

attributed to policy. Secondly, large stock moves driven by government policy tend to be 

positive. For instance, 57% of policy-jumps are positive in the US vas compared to just 42% for 

non-policy (56% vs 43% globally). 

In Appendix Table A3, we investigate the extent to which one aspect of the 

categorization changes as jumps become larger. In particular, we look at the fraction of jump 

days that are caused by policy categories for progressively larger stock market movements. We 

split the days into four bins: 0-0.5% above the big jump threshold (which is 2.5% in the US and 

most countries), 0.5-1% above the threshold, 1-1.5% above the threshold, and 1.5% or more 

above the threshold. We find that for positive jumps the fraction of jump days driven by policy 

 
9 Australia, Canada, China, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, 
South Korea and UK. We utilize two separate sets of observations from China, one from the Hong Kong stock 
exchange and one from the Shanghai stock exchange as these indexes cover different portions of the Chinese 
economy.  
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news tends to increase substantially as the jumps get bigger. This reflects the fact that 

government often steps with stimulative policy action (eg. tax cuts, bailouts, monetary policy 

relaxation) following a large negative or financial economic shock, often causing large rebounds 

upwards in the stock market. For negative jumps there is no obvious trend. 

3.3 Geographical Source of Jumps 

Going beyond the categorical cause of large stock moves, we examine the geographic 

sources of large jump. Focusing on large stock jumps in non-US countries, we find that, on 

average, non-US newspapers attribute 27% of jumps to the US – well above the US’s 11% share 

of global GDP. Although the US global share of GDP has been declining, the share of jumps 

attributed to the US has been increasing – with the time-trend significant at the 5% level. 

A time series plot of the fraction of international stock market jumps attributed to the 

United States and to Europe is displayed in Figure 3. As we might expect, the US share is 

especially high during US-centric events, like the tech boom/bust, and relatively low during non-

US events, like the European Sovereign Debt Crisis. Appendix Table 3 provides more detail 

about country-level sources of large stock market jumps, showing that the United States is a 

notable outlier in terms of the fraction of stock market jumps that are driven by domestic events 

relative to international ones. 

 

4. Validation of Human Coder Data 

A potential concern is the reliability of human readers in consistently identifying the 

correct ‘category’ of the cause for a given large stock market movement. We test for consistency 

across coders who are investigating a given day’s large stock movement by (a) reading articles in 

the same newspapers and (b) reading articles in different newspapers. 

Table 2 examines various dimensions of cross-coder ‘agreement’ in categorization. First, 

we examine the average annual pairwise agreement in primary categorization across all pairs of 

coders who are reading the same newspaper. We find that coders who are reading the same 

newspaper largely agree on what is driving the large move in the stock market the day before. 

Overall 75% of coders agree on the precise category (across 16 distinct categories) of the 

movement’s cause, and 89% agree on the policy/non-policy split. For the Wall Street Journal, 

which we feel has the highest quality financial reporting of all newspapers in our sample, these 
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metrics rise to about 85% agreement in the granular categories, and over 90% agreement on 

policy versus non-policy explanations. 

We extend this exercise to coders who are reading articles from different newspapers 

about the same large daily stock market movement. Here we see a decrease in the amount of 

agreement, to about 50% across the 16-categories and about 80% when considering only ‘policy’ 

or ‘non-policy’ as categories. This decrease is likely driven by the fact that, for a fraction of the 

days we study, the cause is ambiguous, leading to be significant differences in how different 

reporters write about the previous day’s market movements. 

Suggestive evidence for this is on days in which the articles have lower reported levels of 

journalist ‘confidence’ have lower rates of cross newspaper coder agreement. For example, an 

increase in average reporter confidence of 1 point (on a three-point scale) increases the rate of 

coder agreement by over 20%. An increase in the reported ease of coding has an effect of a 

similar magnitude. 

  

4.1 Information Releases and Stock Jump Categorization 

For a subset of categories, we expect that regular information releases drive large stock 

movements and can use this to test our coding. For instance, we would expect days to be 

categorized as ‘Elections & Political Transitions’ more often following elections than for the 

average jump day. Similarly, we would expect a relationship between Federal Reserve 

announcements and ‘Monetary Policy & Central Banking’ categorizations and high profile 

macroeconomic releases (eg. unemployment numbers and inflation reports) and 

“Macroeconomic News & Outlook’ categorizations. 

In Table 3, we demonstrate that these relationships hold statistically, despite coders not 

directly observing the dates of information releases (i.e. they read only the newspaper article in 

question and did not separately look up whether the Federal Reserve had made a statement 

during the previous day). In all cases, the expected categorization is substantially more likely to 

occur following the public information release. 

 

4.2  High-Frequency Analysis 

Another means of validating the accuracy a given day’s categorization is to analyze 

intraday price patterns across the different sets of large stock movements where we have strong 
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priors about what patterns should be observed. These sharp movements in intra-day stock prices 

tend to be associated with some categories more than others and certain categories tend to drive 

movements at predictable times within a day, as well. 

Figure 4 demonstrates variation along these lines. In the top-left panel, we calculate the 

average fraction of daily returns that have occurred in each 30-minute window of the trading day 

for all days with more than a 1% return in the S&P 500 from 1986 to 2018. For example, about 

28% of a day’s total return occurs in the first 30 minutes of the trading day. 

Each subsequent panel displays the deviation from these average returns, by 30-minute 

window, for a range of subsets of trading days. Clockwise from the middle of the top row, these 

subsets are: Monetary Policy jump days, Unknown jump days, Corporate Profit jump days, 

Macroeconomic News jump days, and jump days with a foreign (non-US) geographical source. 

We note a number of interesting patterns. On average, returns are concentrated in the first 

30 minutes of the day. Predictably, most of our subsets see even higher concentrations in these 

opening minutes. Corporate earnings releases and macroeconomic news are often published in 

the minutes before the markets open. In addition, most of the foreign-sourced jump days in our 

sample occur due to events in Europe and the Middle East that take place when markets in the 

United States are closed and are only incorporated into stock prices when markets open the 

following day. 

Notably, the jumps that occur for Unknown reasons are less likely to have substantial 

movements at market open and are more evenly distributed throughout the day, making it more 

difficult to discern a singular cause for the day’s return. Finally, we also see a larger than average 

portion of the day’s returns occur in the afternoon for Monetary Policy jump days. This is likely 

driven by the fact that the Federal Reserve often announces rate changes at 2PM Eastern, 

yielding heavier trading and larger returns following these announcements. 

 

 

5. Clarity of Stock Market Jumps 

We also wanted to measure the clarity regarding the ‘true’ cause of a large daily stock 

market movement. For instance, some jumps are very clear – for example, the interest rate or 

European bail-out events show in the top-half of Figure 1 – while others have no clear news that 
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appeared to drive the jump (e.g. Black Monday in 1987 or the “Boxing Day” jumps in 2018). We 

propose four proxies of clarity, and combine these into an overall “Clarity Index”: 

 

i. Confidence and Ease of Coding: When reading the newspaper, each coder reports (1) 

How confident the journalist was about the cause of the jump (2) How easy/difficult it 

was for them to code the article. On days with a clear cause, we expect both the journalist 

confidence, and the ease of coding to be high. On days driven by narratives, the journalist 

might list several possible explanations, and the coder might have trouble linking the 

explanations given to the stock move. On each day, we measure the average confidence, 

and the share of coders who gave the article a maximum confidence or ease of coding 

score. 

ii. Agreement Across Newspapers: Consider all possible coding pairs for a given jump. (For 

example, if we have codings by persons 1, 2 and 3, then there are three pairwise codings: 

(1,2), (1,3) and (2,3). For each pairwise coding, set a measure of agreement A_ij=1 if i 

and j agree on the coding, and 0 otherwise. Then compute overall mean pairwise 

agreement = Sum A_ij / N, where the sum is over all i and j for i not equal to j, and N is 

the number of possible pairwise codings on the data. We expect agreement across 

newspapers to be lower if the cause of the jump is less clear – each paper may have their 

own narrative. 

iii. Agreement Within Newspapers: Use the same agreement measure constructed above but 

calculate the average within each newspaper for each jump. Then average this value over 

newspapers to obtain the Average Newspaper Pairwise Agreement. We expect agreement 

within newspapers to be high if the cause of the jump is clear. 

iv. Number of Unknown Codings: For each coder j, set Un_j = 1 if the primary category 

code is Unknown, zero otherwise. Compute the mean value of Un_j over coders to obtain 

the Unknown Cause rate for the jump. A higher unknown rate is less likely tied to 

discount rates or cash flow news. 

 

Figure 4 plots these four measures over time, showing in all cases a rise in clarity over 

time (the “share of unknowns” is a reverse clarity measure). We can also combine these into a 

‘clarity index’ by normalizing each measure to a z-score (mean zero and standard deviation one) 
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and averaging and then re-normalizing.10 Figure 5 plots this overall clarity index, showing a rise 

until about 1980 and then an approximately flat index thereafter. This rise presumably reflects in 

part the increase in the quality of economic data and financial reporting, but potentially also the 

increased enforcement of trading rules against market manipulation.  

One notable contrast is seen in the two largest financial crises during our sample period. 

The Great Depression features some of the lowest levels of clarity of jump cause in our sample, 

while the Great Recession contains some of the highest levels of clarity. Despite both periods 

possessing extremely high levels of financial market volatility, most of the largest movements 

during the Great Recession were clearly attributable to a particular cause, while most of the 

largest movements in the Great Depression were fairly ambiguous. Intriguingly, clarity has also 

fallen rapidly post 2016 under the Trump administration. 

At the level of an individual jump, the clarity index tends to be higher when we would 

have a strong prior about the cause of the large market movement due to a predictable release of 

information by a significant government body. For instance, we look at large daily jumps near 

days that occurred on the day of, or the day after an FOMC Meeting, were an election day, or 

had any data release of National Income and Product Accounts. In the post-1994 period, when 

the FOMC started issuing a press release after meetings indicating changes in the policy rate 

(Gurkaynak et. al. (2005)), the clarity index is approximately two standard deviations higher than 

average for jumps on FOMC announcement dates. 

To account for the fact that most elections are decided after trading is over, we look at the 

clarity index on the day of, and the day following US House, Senate and Presidential Elections. 

Similarly, to account for releases that occur after trading hours, we look in two-day windows 

around NIPA releases. The clarity index is higher than average on these days, but it is not 

statistically significant owing to a small sample size (only 4 jumps near election days in our 

sample period and 15 NIPA data releases). 

 In Table 4, we perform a number of regressions spanning data from 1990-2018 that 

examine the correlation between our clarity index and aspects of the stock market on a jump day. 

In all columns, in addition to our clarity index, we include the absolute value of the daily return 

interacted with indicators for the return being positive or negative, to allow for asymmetric 

 
10 Our results are robust to using a principle component analysis on the complete time series, and take the first 
component, which explains almost 60% of the variance of the individual pieces. 
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effects. We also include year, month and day of the week fixed-effects to account for predictable 

differences in the dependent variables over time. 

First, we examine the relationship between clarity and intra-day stock market volatility 

using high-frequency data from the S&P 500 from January 1990 to January 2015. For each day, 

we calculate returns in 5-minute intervals, with the first window being 9:30AM to 9:35AM. The 

final window the period between 3:55PM – 4:00PM. The 5-minute returns are calculated as the 

percentage change of the closing price in window t relative to the closing price in window t-1. 

We find that greater clarity is associated with lower intraday volatility, as measured by the sum 

of squared 5-minute returns for the S&P 500. In column 2, we find that days with higher levels 

of clarity also tend to have lower volume (here measured as the daily trading volume for the 

SPY, the largest S&P 500 ETF). 

 In column 3, we look how our clarity index is related to the fraction of total daily market 

movements (i.e. sum of total distance travelled in 5-minute increments) that occur in the single 

5-minute window with the largest absolute return. We find that a higher level jump clarity is 

positively related to the relative concentration of the daily market’s movement. Finally, column 4 

shows that our clarity index also predicts the daily change in the VIX. 

Overall, it seems that days with sudden bursts of trading in a single direction tend to be 

the most ‘clear’, while days that vacillate back and forth throughout the day in heavy trading 

tend to be difficult to code using our methodology. Moreover, as we demonstrate in the 

following section, these differences in stock market behavior are correlated with clarity not only 

on the day of a given large stock market jump, but are persistently different for weeks and 

months, as well. 

 

5.1 Algorithmic Jump Classification 

Given the costs and time involved with running large-scale human evaluations in order to 

accurately code hundreds or thousands of individual daily stock market movements, it may be 

natural to attempt to approach the question using automated textual-analysis tools.  
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To work towards an automated classification algorithm, we aim to ‘rank’ the most likely 

categories for each day in an automated fashion based on the raw text of the newspaper articles 

that were used by our human coders.11  

We start by OCRing the full text of each Wall Street Journal (WSJ) article.  Unlike our 

other newspapers, we only have 1 WSJ article per day, as part of an experiment to explicitly 

measure differences among coders reading the same articles in the same paper, rather than 

reading different articles from the same paper.  For most supervised machine learning 

algorithms, we would like to have exactly one category per day in the training sample.  For days 

where the WSJ coders agreed, this is straightforward.  If they disagree, however, we take the 

category with the highest average score among categories, if the highest average score is above a 

certain threshold.  In this subsection, we make that threshold 0.5, so at least one coder must 

assign it a lone primary and the other must assign it at least as a secondary category.  If no 

category on a given day crosses this threshold, that day is dropped from the sample.  

We then clean the articles by removing all (1) non-english words, which are usually OCR 

errors from early in the sample when the scanned articles are of lower quality (2) words that are 

parts of headers/footers generated by ProQuest when the articles are saved as PDFs (3) stop 

words using the NLTK toolbox in Python.  We then do additional cleaning based on the 

algorithm in Loughran and McDonald (see https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/ for 

detailed notes on their cleaning procedure) to make the punctuation meaningful, making it easier  

to break the document into sentences.  Finally, we use the Porter Stemmer to reduce all words to 

their stems. 

After cleaning the articles, we extract the first 200 words of each article.  This has two 

main benefits:  (1) It makes all the articles the same length, which is useful when doing tf-idf to 

prevent biases caused by differences in document length and (2) many articles, especially early 

in the sample, discuss several topics, including those unrelated to the jump.  The first 200 words 

are usually the most relevant for categorizing the article.  Finally, we require that words appear 

in a category at least 3 times, and overall at least 5 times.  

Having cleaned the text data, we compute a tf-idf score for each word in each document.  

tf is computed within an article, while idf is computed across all articles that survive the filters 

 
11 For this exercise, we restrict our analysis to the Wall Street Journal, for which we can access the text of each 
article back to 1900. 
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described above.  We then use these scores to perform a ‘leave-out-one’ classification of each 

article.  To do this, we take the entire corpus, excluding the article we are trying to classify.  We 

then take all the unique words in those articles, and sort on the average tf-idf score for these 

words across articles in each human-classified category.  Finally, we take the top 100 words for 

each category from this sorting: these are the words we associate with each category.  For 

example, for Commodities the top word is ‘wheat’, while for Sovereign Military Action the top 

word is 'germani' (stem of Germany). 

Having identified the top words for each category, we add up the tf idf score for the 

words in each category for the article we are trying to classify, and rank categories by these 

sums.  The category with the highest sum will be given rank 1, second highest rank 2, etc. 

Overall, our average ranking of the true category is 2.5 across our entire 1900-2018 sample. So, 

while we typically cannot identify the true category, it is generally ranked more highly than 

would be achieved through random guessing. 

 One primary concern with our mechanical approach is the substantial evolution in 

language utilized in newspaper articles across the years of our sample. To analyze the degree to 

which this issue decreases the accuracy of our mechanical classifiers, we split our sample into 

four periods, each containing one fourth of the total jump days in the United States since 1900: 

1900-1931, 1932-1939, 1940-2007 and 2008-2017.  Within each time period, chose categories 

that appeared at least 5 times.  We repeat our ranking classifier on each sub-sample using a 

leave-one-out methodology for out of sample categorizations. We find that splitting the sample 

by period tends to improve fit significantly, despite losing the information that additional for 

each category  articles can provide. 

In addition, we find that the sub-samples are able to be categorized more accurately over 

time. As seen in Figure 7, while the oldest sub-sample tend to see an average ranking of 

approximately 3, the most recent sub-sample has an average ranking of approximately 1.5 

(relative to a best-possible ranking of 1). This reflects the tendency for more recent articles to be 

written in a clearer and more focused fashion, allowing for greater differentiation between 

articles in terms of the cause for the day’s stock move. This tendency mirrors the evolution of 

our other measures of human-coded ‘clarity’ over time, showing that automated classification 

reveals a similar increase. 
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5.2 Barriers to Algorithmic Jump Classification 

There are a number of reasons to be wary of an automated approach to jump day 

classification, at least when starting with the blank slate of a simple database of newspapers and 

stock market movements. 

The first potential issue is simply that when aiming to categorize daily stock market 

movements into recognizable and detailed categories, the lack of a training sample already 

categorized in this way inhibits most standard machine learning approaches. That is, using no 

other input, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (see Blei et. al. (2003)) can separate newspaper 

articles into N distinct topics composed of different weights on different sets of terms, but these 

may not be able to be mapped to categories that humans may find useful or applicable for further 

analysis. For instance, researchers may be interested specifically in understanding how trade 

policy drives large stock market movements, but a computer may not isolate this particular 

category as a distinct factor, especially given the small number of large stock movements driven 

by trade policy over the 21th century. 

This problem is compounded when focusing primarily on large stock market movements. 

Such a restriction reduces sample sizes considerably and makes any automated approach more 

prone to issues of overfitting, especially when attempting to isolate a number of rare and distinct 

categories of events. As one example, one may attempt to gain granularity by increasing the 

number of dimensions to attempt to fit over (eg. moving from single words to 2-grams or n-

grams in order to separate ‘war’ from ‘trade war’ or ‘deficits’ from ‘trade deficits’), but 

decreasing the generalizability of the resultant classification system out-of-sample. While the 

automated system may perform well when automating the bifurcation of stock moves into two 

types of explanations, attempting to split the data into 10-20 categories that exhibit hugely 

different base rates tend to produce substantial Type 1 and Type 2 errors. 

The issues arising from relatively small samples of events is amplified by the fact that the 

language employed by journalists and members of the financial industry have changed 

significantly over time. The choice of words that describe a large stock move caused by 

‘Corporate Earnings’ or ‘Trade & Exchange Rate Policy’ can widely vary depending on whether 

the day in question was in 1910 or 2010. This is due both to changes in common phrases and 

terminology over time but also to the fact that the institutional framework of business, 

government, and financial markets has changed substantially in the past century. These changes 
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span the creation of the Federal Reserve, the creation or end of different countries, the end of the 

gold standard, the rise and fall of new industries, and the broad innovations in financial reporting 

requirements and new trade agreements spanning the globe. 

We use our Wall Street Journal codings as the training sample for a Naïve Bayes 

Classifier (see, for example, Russell and Norvig (2003)). To reduce overfitting, we follow the 

same procedure described above when constructing the category ranking.  The main filters 

include removing stop words, words that appear in fewer than 5 articles, and words that appear in 

more than 70% of articles (ie. those with low signal-to-noise ratio). In-sample, the algorithm can 

fit nearly 100% of articles, but allowing this amount of flexibility may drive overfitting issues. 

To test for over-fitting, we measure the model’s out of sample performance. For each day, we fit 

the Bayes Classifier on all other days and then pass that day’s article into the classifier.  To 

account for differences in base rates across categories, we restrict classification among those 

categories with a sufficiently large sample and similar base rates: Corporate Profits, Government 

Spending, Macroeconomic News & Outlook, Monetary Policy and Sovereign Military Actions.  

Although there are a significant number of jumps classified as Unknown, we omit this category, 

as it adds a noise to out of sample classifications.  With this approach, we fit 63% of articles. On 

average, the Bayes Classifier works better out of sample than randomly picking categories from 

the unconditional distribution (which would achieve a match rate of 31%), but the fit is far from 

perfect. 

Automated categorization is in part limited to the quality of the PDF files being converted 

to text. Earlier years (eg. pre-1940), in particular, suffer from poor image quality which results in 

less-than-perfect translation into machine-readable text. For this reason, we also perform our 

analysis with only data from 1984 to the present, the period in which we can obtain the text of 

the relevant article directly. 

Restricting to the post-1984 sample slightly improves the fit, but this reveals a significant 

problem: because many of the categories are sparse, the model almost always guesses the modal 

category of ‘Macroeconomic News & Outlook’. As discussed above, while it is possible to 

improve the out of sample fit by stemming words and trying to identify ‘relevant’ pieces of long 

articles (especially in the pre-World War II period), there is a limit to how good the out of 

sample fit can be with the ‘bag-of-words’ approach. 
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6. Volatility and GDP Following Stock Market Jumps 

We have documented the fact that the categorical causes and geographic origins of stock 

market movements vary across countries and have changed substantially over time. We now turn 

to the question whether these categorical differences in what drives large stock market 

movements can predict future differences in financial or real variables. 

 

6.1 Differences in Volatility by Jump Category 

Looking first at financial markets, we find that, for a given size of stock market move, the 

reasons behind the move have systematically different implications for realized market volatility 

in the following days and weeks. Here we measure realized volatility over an n day horizon as 

the sum of squared returns on the CRSP Value-Weighted index over those n days. We use the 

uncentered second moment to avoid the difficulties inherent in measuring the mean stock return 

over a short horizon. 

While all jump days lead to elevated levels of volatility, we test whether some types of 

jumps have more persistent effects than others, utilizing the following regression approach: 
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𝒓𝒕 is the return on the CRSP value-weighted index. The left-hand side term is the average 

realized volatility over an n-day horizon. The first set of right-hand side variables are controls for 

the day’s return, and allowing for an asymmetric effect of positive and negative returns on 

volatility (Black (1976)). The second set of RHS variables are ‘HAR’ controls to account for the 

effect of volatility over different horizons on future volatility (Corsi 2009). The last set of RHS 

variables represents our jump categories. For example, 𝒎𝒂𝒄𝒓𝒐𝒕 will take the value 1 if all coders 

reading the article on that day classified the article as Macroeconomic News & Outlook, and will 
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take the value 0 if no coders assigned the article Macro News. For days with disagreement 

between coders as to the primary category, the variable will take a value between zero and one.12 

We find strong evidence that large stock jumps driven by macroeconomic news produce 

realized volatility substantially higher than those driven by monetary policy. We plot coefficients 

from this regression in Figure 7, looking at the 44 trading days (an approximate two month 

period) after a jump day. We hypothesize that some of these differences are driven by the fact 

that some types of events, such as a bad unemployment report, may generate uncertainty while 

others, such as monetary policy announcements about a rate change, may resolve uncertainty. 

These differences are economically significant, with volatility being 0.8 standard deviations 

above its mean 22 days after a negative monetary jump, less than the 2.3 standard deviations 

above the mean we observe after a negative macro jump. 

Jump Type Sd. Above Mean
Positive Monetary 0.553
Negative Monetary 0.826

Positive Macro 1.811
Negative Macro 2.293

22 Days After the Jump

 

 The differences seen in Figure 7 may be driven in part by differences in the average sign 

and size of the different categories. We control for such differences by interacting jump days 

with indicators for positive or negative signed returns and plot the results in Appendix Figure 

A4, finding effects that are jointly significant for both types of jump days. Similarly, we test 

whether the difference between monetary and macroeconomic jump day follow-on volatility is 

driven by the state of the business cycle, adding interactions with indicators for NBER 

recessions. Both extensions retain significant differences between macroeconomic jump days 

and monetary policy jump days. The results of these are plotted in Appendix Figure A5. We find 

that while we do see higher volatility following macroeconomic jump days in both recessions 

and expansions, the difference is significantly larger during recessions. 

Differences in post-jump volatility are not limited to jumps caused by macroeconomic 

news and monetary policy announcements. We see broader differences across policy-related 

jump days and non-policy-related jump days, as tested by interacting policy and non-policy 

indicators with the returns on the jump days. Table 5 displays results breaking down jump days 

 
12 Fixed effects include decade indicator variables, as well as a NBER recession indicator variable, though results 
are robust to year fixed effects instead of decade dummies. 
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along these lines, finding that, while both types of jump days increase volatility, jump days 

caused by policy reasons tend to increase volatility less than those caused by non-policy reasons. 

 

6.2 Jump Clarity and Volatility 

 In addition to the differential effects of various categories of jump causes, we examine 

the in Table 6 for the clarity of a particular day’s jump to impact future volatility using our 

clarity index. We show in column (1) for the overall clarity index, and in columns (2) to (5) for 

each of the sub-components that lower clarity is followed subsequently by higher volatility. This 

is consistent with Carlin, Longstaff and Matoba (2014) who find that increases in disagreement 

predict future realized volatility. We believe that clarity and disagreement may be related, as (1) 

one of the inputs is about differences in explanations for the jumps across newspapers (2) if 

confidence and/or ease of coding are low, different people reading the same article may have 

different interpretations. 

These effects are persistent, as seen in Appendix Figure 6. Here we display a time series 

graph of coefficients from a regression of daily volatility following jumps, splitting into high-

clarity and low-clarity (above and below median) jumps.13 Given that low clarity jumps may be 

more likely when volatility is high, we include HAR controls as robustness.14 We show that 

volatility is relatively higher after low clarity events than high clarity events. 

 

 

6.3 Stock Jumps and GDP 

Figure 8 plots the impulse response function from VAR with GDP, the number of 

negative macro jumps in a quarter, and number of positive macro jumps in a quarter. We include 

12 lags of each variable, as selected by the AIC and BIC.15 The figure displays an innovation of 

1-standard deviation in the number of positive or negative jumps. We find that an increase in the 

 
13 Realized volatility is the sum of squared returns on the CRSP value-weighted index over the five days following 
the jump (does not include the jump day). The regression is telling us about partial effects, but we also want to 
understand the general relationship between clarity and volatility. Even without all the controls and fixed effects, 
there is a negative relationship between clarity and realized volatility over the next week. 
14 Addition controls include decade fixed effects and a NBER recession indicator variable. Results are robust to year 
fixed effects instead of decade dummies. 
15GDP data is from FRED, so our sample here is restricted to 1947-2018. Standard errors feature the small-sample 
correction (with the result being robust to including cumulative within-quarter stock returns). 
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number of negative macro jumps are followed by an economic decline, while an increase in the 

number of positive macro jumps is followed by an expansion in GDP. 

This pattern, however, is particular to jumps attributed to macro news. For other types of 

jump days, both positive and negative stock movements tend to depress GDP growth in the near 

term. Figure 9 shows the impulse response function for non-macroeconomic jumps. After both 

negative- and positive-signed jumps, we see a short-run decrease in output – consistent with 

volatility (even if it is associated with ‘positive’ jumps) being bad news (eg. Muir and Moriera 

(2017)). 

 
7. Conclusion 

We examine newspapers the day after major stock-market jumps to catalog the proximate 

cause, geographic source, and clarity of these events from 1900 in the US and 1980 (or earlier) in 

13 other countries. We find three main results. First, the United States plays an outsized role in 

global stock-markets, accounting for 35% of jumps outside the US since 1980s, far above its 

15% share of GDP. This matches other evidence on the dominance of the US in global finance. 

Second, the clarity of the cause of stock market jumps has been increasing since 1900, 

presumably because news and financial markets has become more transparent. Jump clarity 

predicts future volatility: doubling the clarity index of a jump reduces future volatility by 68%. 

Third, jumps caused by non-policy events (particularly macroeconomics news) lead to higher 

future stock-volatility, while jumps caused by policy events (particularly monetary policy) 

reduce future stock-volatility. This suggests while monetary policy surprises lead to stock-market 

jumps, they may reduce future volatility. 
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Appendix 
A.1 Industry-level Excess Returns 

As a final way to validate our jump categorization, we can measure the differential 

response of industry-grouped stock portfolios to jumps of different categories. In general, we 

would assume that these industries should be differentially sensitive to drivers of market 
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movements of certain types. For instance, we would expect that banking stocks would respond 

more favorably than the average stock when favorable news about bank bailouts is released 

during the Global Financial Crisis. 

 To perform this test, we first obtain daily portfolio returns for 49 broad industry 

groupings. We utilize the detailed explanation provided by each coder in addition to the primary 

categorical classification to map to industry groupings. For each jump day, we define the 

variable𝑇𝑟𝑖 . This variable is defined as equal to 1 if the jump description implies an amplified 

response of i, -1 if the jump description implies a dampened response of i, and 0 otherwise. 

Many jumps do not map readily to a single industry, and we sometimes assign two industries to a 

particular jump (eg. guns and aerospace). We end up with 115 jump X industry observations out 

of 339 jumps that span from 1960 to 2016. 

 We then can test for a relationship for a given industry or pooled across all industries, 

with the specification: 

𝑅 = ∑ 𝛼 + ∑ 𝛽 𝑀𝑅 + ∑ 𝛿 𝑇𝑟𝑖 + 𝛾𝑇𝑟𝑖 𝑀𝑅 + 𝜖  

where 𝑅  is the daily return for industry portfolio i on day t and 𝑀𝑅  is the daily return on 

market portfolio on day t. 

 Appendix Table A4 displays the results of this analysis, with the results appearing to be 

in-line with our expectations – industries connected to particular categories of jumps see their 

returns substantially amplified (diminished) on positive (negative) jump days coded as that 

category. 

 

A.2 Drivers of Monetary Policy Jumps 

To better understand the triggers of our monetary policy category, we run variations of 

the following regression: 

100 × 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽  1{   } + 

𝛽  𝑅𝐸𝑅6𝑊 + 𝛽  𝑅𝐸𝑅6𝑊 × 1{   } + 

𝛽  𝐼𝐶𝑅 + 𝐼𝐶𝑅  ×  𝛽  1{   } + 

𝛽  𝑃𝑉𝑂𝐿 + 𝛽  𝑃𝑉𝑂𝐿  × 1{   } +  𝜖  

Where 1{   } is an indicator variable for a scheduled FOMC meeting 

at t or t-1. 𝑅𝐸𝑅6𝑊  is the average return on the CRSP value-weighted index over the 6 weeks 

preceding time t. 𝐼𝐶𝑅  is total initial jobless claims over the past six weeks (excludes the week 
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containing t), divided by BLS nonfarm payroll employment.16 𝑃𝑉𝑂𝐿  is the sum of squared 

returns over the past six weeks, a measure of past realized volatility. The left-hand-side variable 

is our Monetary Policy jump category, which is multiplied by 100 to make the coefficients easier 

to interpret. 

Relative to the previous validation results, we include real-side variables, in addition to 

scheduled FOMC announcements, as predictors of MP jumps. It’s challenging to use real-side 

variables for this purpose, because (a) most real-side variables become available with a lag in 

real time, (b) they are subject to later revisions, further complicating the task of replicating the 

Fed’s real-time information set, and (c) they are not issued at frequent intervals. 

There is, however, one important real-side variable that suffers from none of these 

problems: initial claims for unemployment insurance benefits. The Fed and financial market 

participants follow this measure closely, especially when recession risk is high, because it’s one 

of the best nonfinancial real-time early warning indicators of a downturn. 

We run two versions of this regression: (1) Using all days in our sample (2) Using only 

jump days in our sample. The first specification tells us how (a) past average returns (b) past 

real-side data and (c) past average volatility affect the likelihood of Monetary Policy jumps. The 

second specification answers the same questions, but conditional on a jump occurring. We also 

run a version of the regression where we split the jump samples into days with positive and 

negative returns. Appendix Table A5 displays the results of this analysis. Overall, we find that 

MP jumps are more likely following low average returns and periods of high volatility. 

 

 
16 We interpolate the monthly BLS data to weekly as follows: for day n in a 30-day month, we set the nonfarm 
payroll employment figure to (n/30) * nonfarm payroll employment in the current month + (30-n)/30* nonfarm 
payroll employment in the next month. We only use data from 1981 onward, 1981 is the first year with scheduled 
FOMC meetings. 
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Figure 1: Intra-day S&P Returns and Attributed Driver

Notes: Each panel plots the standardized return (relative to day’s open, in blue) in the S&P-500 based on 5-minute increments from
market open to market close. Clockwise from the top left, the days displayed are 4/18/2001, 10/10/2011, 3/16/2000, and 11/15/1991.
Notes contains are description of the driver of the stock-market jump during that day.
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Figure 2: US Jumps by Year (1900-2018)

Notes: Each bar shows the number of positive or negative jumps in the year. Shadings indicate the number of
jumps triggered by “Policy” and “Non-Policy” news. The residual category reflects jumps attributed to unknown
causes by the newspaper article. Unknown includes 5 instances of “no article found” between 1900 and 1925.



Figure 2: US Jumps by Year (1900-2018) New Shading

Notes: Each bar shows the number of positive or negative jumps in the year. Shadings indicate the number of
jumps triggered by “Policy” and “Non-Policy” news. The residual category reflects jumps attributed to unknown
causes by the newspaper article. Unknown includes 5 instances of “no article found” between 1900 and 1925.
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International Jumps

Notes: Share of US source of stock-market jumps averaged over non-US countries by year: Australia, Canada, China (HK), China 
(Shanghai), Germany, Greece, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea and UK. Dot size
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Figure 4: High Frequency/Time of Day

Notes: Top-left panel (Average) displays the average fraction of daily returns that have occurred in each 30-minute window of the
trading day for all days with more than a 1% return in the S&P 500 from 1986 to 2018. For example, about 28% of a day’s total
return occurs in the first 30 minutes of the trading day. Other panels display the deviation from these average returns, by 30-minute
window, for each of the listed subsets of trading days (as categorized by our human coders).
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Figure 5: Clarity Index Components Over Time

Notes: Red line represents LOWESS smoothing on components of clarity. Bandwidth is share of data used at 
any point in time to fit the LOWESS polynomial. Pairwise agreement is the average share of pairs of coders that 
agree (out of up to 45 possible pairs arising from 5 newspapers per day, and two coders per newspaper). Ease 
of coding is rated on a 1-3 scale, with one being the hardest, and three being the easiest. Journalist confidence 
is rated on a 1-3 scale, with one being the least confident and three being the most confident. Share unknown is 
the percentage of coders who marked coded an article as unknown on a given day. Blue dots represent annual 
averages.
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Figure 6: Clarity Index Over Time

Notes: Y-axis measures ‘clarity’, which is the sum of ease of coding (higher values denote easier coding), 
journalist confidence (higher values denote more journalist confidence), share of pairs of coders who agree on 
the granular category (across all papers) and share of “Unknown” codings.  All of the individual components of 
clarity have been normalized to have mean zero, and standard deviation one. Clarity is also normalized to have 
mean zero, and standard deviation one. Red line represents LOWESS smoothing on clarity. Bandwidth is share 
of data used at any point to fit the LOWESS polynomial.
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Figure 7: Out-of-Sample Algorithmic Ranking

Notes: 275 jumps in each period. After cleaning/stemming articles 3K unique words remain. Take top 100 words 
for each category, then add up tf-idf scores for each word for each category in each article. To clean the articles, 
we take the first 200 words in the article, require words appear in a category at least 3 times, and overall at least 
5 times, take top 100 words by tf idf within each article. Exclude ‘Other’ and ‘Unknown’, as well as categories that 
do not appear at least 5 times in each sub-sample. Out of sample is based on a leave-one-out approach.
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Figure 8: Volatility Following Stock Market Jumps

Jump Type Sd. Above Mean
Positive Monetary 0.553
Negative Monetary 0.826

Positive Macro 1.811
Negative Macro 2.293

22 Days After the Jump
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Figure 9: Macro Jumps Predict Real Outcomes

Notes: US Data, 1947-2018. VAR with GDP, # Positive and # Negative Macro 
Jumps.



Figure 10: For Non-Macro Jumps, Volatility is King

Notes: US Data, 1947-2018. VAR with GDP, # Positive and # Negative Non-
Macro Jumps.
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Table 1: Jumps by Era and Category [Remove Whitespace]
ROTW

1900-
2018

1900-
1945

1946-
2018

1980-
2015

1980-
2015

Macroeconomic News & Outlook 24.4% 19.3% 33.3% 36.3% 24.6%
Unknown & No Explanation 14.8% 16.2% 12.3% 12.0% 11.1%

Corporate Earnings & Outlook 11.0% 10.1% 12.5% 14.5% 8.6%
Sovereign Military & Security Actions 10.0% 12.3% 6.0% 3.7% 2.4%
Monetary Policy & Central Banking 8.5% 6.8% 11.5% 12.7% 8.1%

Government Spending 6.3% 6.5% 6.0% 7.9% 4.0%
Commodities 5.9% 7.7% 2.7% 1.4% 4.4%
Regulation 4.7% 6.0% 2.4% 0.8% 2.5%

Other Non-Policy 3.7% 4.1% 3.2% 2.8% 11.0%
Elections & Political Transitions 2.6% 1.9% 3.7% 1.8% 1.9%

Other Policy 2.4% 2.9% 1.4% 1.5% 4.4%
Taxes 1.8% 2.0% 1.5% 1.3% 0.5%

Exchange Rate Policy & Capital Controls 1.0% 1.1% 0.8%
International Trade Policy 0.9% 0.9% 0.8%

Foreign Stock Markets 0.9% 1.0% 0.9% 1.1% 12.1%
Terrorist Attacks & Non-State Violence 0.7% 0.4% 1.3% 1.5% 1.2%

No Article Found 0.4% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 2.6%

Total Number of Jumps 1112 712 400 299 4342

US Data

0.8% 0.7%

Notes: Thresholds for a day’s stock market movements to be considered a ‘jump’ are listed in Table A1. Jumps are generally 
calculated for movements of the broadest composite index for a given country. Non-US countries include: Australia, Canada, 
China (HK), China (Shanghai), Germany, Greece, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South 
Korea and the UK.



Table 1: Jumps by Era and Category [weighted]

Notes: Thresholds for a day’s stock market movements to be considered a ‘jump’ are listed in Table A1. Jumps are generally 
calculated for movements of the broadest composite index for a given country. Non-US countries include: Australia, Canada, China 
(HK), China (Shanghai), Germany, Greece, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea and 
the UK.  For international data, weights are calculated within-country to account for differences in average volatility.

ROTW

1900-
2018

1900-
1945

1946-
2018

1980-
2015

1980-
2015

Macroeconomic News & Outlook 23.6% 18.9% 32.4% 34.9% 25.6%
Unknown & No Explanation 14.4% 15.4% 12.6% 12.1% 11.6%

Corporate Earnings & Outlook 10.2% 9.3% 12.1% 13.8% 9.0%
Sovereign Military & Security Actions 9.8% 12.0% 5.6% 3.6% 2.5%
Monetary Policy & Central Banking 8.4% 7.0% 11.2% 12.3% 8.1%

Government Spending 7.3% 7.0% 7.9% 10.1% 4.3%
Commodities 6.3% 8.5% 2.3% 1.2% 4.5%
Regulation 4.7% 6.0% 2.3% 0.7% 1.4%

Other Non-Policy 4.2% 4.5% 3.5% 3.2% 10.0%
Elections & Political Transitions 2.6% 1.9% 3.9% 2.0% 2.0%

Other Policy 2.6% 3.3% 1.3% 1.4% 3.8%
Taxes 1.8% 2.1% 1.3% 1.0% 0.3%

Exchange Rate Policy & Capital Controls 1.0% 1.1% 0.6% 0.6%
International Trade Policy 0.7% 0.8% 0.6% 0.0%

Foreign Stock Markets 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 1.3% 12.3%
Terrorist Attacks & Non-State Violence 0.8% 0.5% 1.4% 1.7% 1.3%

No Article Found 0.4% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 2.5%

Total Number of Jumps 1112 712 400 299 4126

US Data

0.7%



Table 1B: Jumps by Era and Category [Currency/Bonds]

Notes: Thresholds for a day’s stock market movements to be considered a ‘jump’ are listed in Table A1. Jumps are generally 
calculated for movements of the broadest composite index for a given country. Non-US countries include: Australia, Canada, 
China (HK), China (Shanghai), Germany, Greece, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South 
Korea and the UK.

USA Bonds UK Bonds
Trade-Weighted 
US Exchg. Rate

USA/UK 
Exchange

1970-2013 1979-2013 1973-2013 1949-2011
Macroeconomic News & Outlook 56.0% 35.7% 30.1% 40.8%

Monetary Policy & Central Banking 24.1% 22.1% 30.7% 20.6%
Unknown & No Explanation 5.9% 9.5% 6.5% 8.5%

Government Spending 3.5% 3.4% 5.2% 3.3%
No Article Found 3.2% 16.0% 5.2% 1.0%

Taxes 1.9% 1.9% 0.7% 0.7%
Corporate Earnings & Outlook 1.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Elections & Political Transitions 0.8% 3.4% 2.0% 3.6%

Other Policy 0.8% 0.4% 2.6% 2.9%
Sovereign Military & Security Actions 0.8% 2.7% 1.3% 1.0%

Other Non-Policy 0.5% 0.4% 0.0% 0.7%
Commodities 0.5% 0.8% 2.0% 3.9%

Trade & Exchange Rate Policy 0.3% 3.0% 8.5% 10.5%
Regulation 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0%

Terrorist Attacks & Non-State Violence 0.0% 0.0% 3.3% 1.3%
Foreign Stock Market 0.0% 0.8% 1.3% 1.3%

Total Number of Jumps 373 263 153 306



Table 2: Categorical Coding Agreement Rates

16

Notes: Granular categories include all 16 detailed jump-day categories, including no article found. Policy 
jumps include Monetary Policy, Government Spending, Sovereign Military, Other Policy, Regulation, Trade 
Policy, Exchange Rate Policy, Elections, and Taxes. Newspapers include the Wall Street Journal, the NY 
Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Washington Post, and the LA Times. For the random assignment by period, 
we use the unconditional distribution of jumps for that sub-period.

Agreement Rate
Policy vs. 

Non-Policy
Granular 

Categories
Policy vs. 

Non-Policy
Granular 

Categories
All Coders & All Papers 74% 41% 81% 55%
All Coders Within Paper 89% 68% 91% 76%

Within WSJ 93% 79% 95% 84%
With Random Assignment 52% 11% 55% 17%

1900-1945 1946-2018



(2) Macro (3) Elections
81-93 94-2016 66-2016 29-2016

FOMC Meeting Date 1.39** 159
    or Next Day (0.693)
FOMC Press Release 3.65*** 0.59 0.14 215
   Date (1.309) (0.590) (0.277)
CPI or Employment 0.190 0.06 1.01** -0.10*** 827
   Situation Release Date (0.499) (0.297) (0.455) (0.020)
Day After National 0.620 -0.64*** 2.29 5.04** 49
   Elections (1.038) (0.241) (2.246) (1.992)
Constant 0.19*** 0.34*** 0.83*** 0.09***

(0.072) (0.073) (0.076) (0.017)
# Codings 11 27 118 25

Observations 3,288 5,792 12,838 22,929
R-Squared 0.006 0.012 0.001 0.013

(1) Monetary Policy 
Dependent Variable: Indicated Jump Coding x 100

# Known 
Dates

Notes: Each column (1) to (3) reports a regression of jump coding values (times 100) for the 
indicated category on a set of known information-release dates. The results show that our 
newspaper-based attributions of jumps to (1) Monetary Policy, (2) Macro News & Outlook, and (3) 
Elections & Political Transitions occur with greater relative and absolute frequency on FOMC Press 
Release Dates, CPI or Employment Situation Release Dates, and the Day After National Elections, 
respectively. Results robust to adding day-of-week controls. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 3: Categorical Validation



Notes: Clarity is the first principal component of: ease of coding, confidence, share of
coders who agree (within/across papers) and share of “Unknown” codings. Volatility is
the sum of squared 5-min returns in S&P 500 index from TickData. Volume: # of SPY
shares traded. Concentration is the share of the day’s total return that occurred in the
5-min window with the largest absolute return. Change in VIX is measured close to
close. Sample spans US data, 1996-2018. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4: Clarity and Same-Day Market Characteristics

Volatility Volume Concentration Change in VIX
Clarity [First PC] -0.58*** -0.20*** 0.26*** -0.16*

(0.18) (0.06) (0.08) (0.09)
Observations 235 224 235 223

R-squared 0.558 0.854 0.31 0.728
Return Controls YES YES YES YES

Year Fixed Effects YES YES YES YES
Day of the Week FE YES YES YES YES

Implied Elasticity -0.681 -0.235 0.302 -0.187



Table 5: Volatility Following Policy and Non-Policy Jumps

(1) (2) (3)
Policy 0.41*** 0.00

(0.060) (0.060)
Non-Policy 0.78*** 0.37***

(0.056) (0.056)
Commodities 0.52**

(0.210)
Corporate Earnings 0.13

(0.142)
Macro News 0.59***

(0.119)
Monetary Policy -0.22***

(0.084)
Fiscal Policy 0.59***

(0.198)
Military -0.34***

(0.061)
Obs 31,780 31,780 31,780

R-Squared 0.245 0.272 0.278
Return Controls NO YES YES

Decade Dummies YES YES YES
5.92E-05 2E-05

22-Day Realized Vol.

Non-
Policy

Policy

F-Test, Policy vs. Non-Policy

Notes: Columns 1-3 
represent regressions, 
where the left-hand-
side is the sum of 
squared returns in the 
22 days following the 
jump, multiplied by 
100. US data, 1900-
2016. St. Dev. of LHS 
is 0.506. Robust 
standard errors in 
parenthesis. 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, 
* p<0.1



Table 6: Volatility and Components of Clarity

Notes: Columns 1-3 represent regressions, where the left-hand-side is the sum of squared returns over the 5 
days following the jump. Clarity is the standardized average of the following components: the ease of coding, 
confidence, share of coders who agree and share of “Unknown” codings. It is mean zero and standard deviation 
one. US data, 1900-2016. Robust standard errors in parenthesis. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Clarity -5.92***

(2.05)
Avg. Ease of Coding -8.88***

(2.95)
Avg. Confidence -5.48*

(2.97)
Share Unknown 8.39***

(3.20)
Pairwise Agreement -2.79

(2.82)
Observations 1,108 1,108 1,108 1,108 1,108

R-squared 0.183 0.183 0.179 0.183 0.178
Return Controls YES YES YES YES YES

Decade Dummies YES YES YES YES YES
Implied Elasticity -0.14 -0.13 -0.09 0.08 -0.06

Realized Volatility Next Five Days
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3/26/18, 2.72%: Intl. Trade Policy

This article would receive a primary 
category of International Trade Policy 
because the article links the rise to the 
reports of progress in the US-China trade 
talks. Geographic source would be the US 
and China. Journalist confidence would be 
High, as the article explicitly links the move 
to the trade talks. Ease of coding would be 
Easy.

9/29/08, -8.7%: Gov. Spending

This article is coded as Government 
Spending (Policy) because the first 
reason listed for the stock market plunge is 
the rejection of the government’s bailout 
plan. The bailout plan itself involves the 
government spending money to help the 
economy, and even though it is a rejection 
of the plan, it is still coded as government 
spending. Geographic source would be the 
US. Confidence and ease of coding High 
and Easy.

WASHINGTON – The House of Representatives 
defeated the White House’s historic $700 billion 
financial-rescue package – a stunning turn of events 
that sent the stock market into a tailspin and added 
to concerns that the U.S. faces a prolonged 
recession if the legislation isn’t revived.

Figure A1: Sample Coding Guide Example Articles



Figure A2: Average Within Paper Agreement
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Figure A3: Average Pairwise Agreement – All Papers
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Figure A4: Volatility Following Stock Market 
Jumps, Positive and Negative Jumps

Notes: We run a regression, where the left hand side is cumulative realized volatility over days t+1 to t+n. On the 
right hand side, we have indicator variables for macro jumps with returns greater than zero, macro jumps with 
returns less than zero, etc. We also include HAR controls for volatility over the last day, week, and month.



Figure A5: Volatility Following Stock Market 
Jumps, Recessions and Expansions

Notes: We run a regression, where the left hand side is cumulative realized volatility over days t+1 to t+n. On the 
right hand side, we have indicator variables for macro jumps that occur during NBER recessions, macro jumps 
that occur outside of NBER recessions, etc. We also include HAR controls for volatility over the last day, week, 
and month.



Figure A6: Volatility Following Stock Market Jumps
High vs. Low Clarity

Notes: We run a regression, where the left hand side is cumulative realized volatility over days t+1 to t+n. On the 
right hand side, have an indicator variable for jumps in the top 50% of clarity (high clarity) and bottom 50% of 
clarity (low clarity). HAR controls include volatility over the past day, week and month.



Figure A7: UK Jumps by Year
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Table A1: Sample Countries, Newspapers and 
Jump Thresholds

Country Start Sources Jump Threshold
United States 1885 Wall Street Journal, etc. 2.50%
United Kingdom 1930 Financial Times (UK Edition) 2.50%
Australia 1985 Australian Financial Times 2.50%
Canada 1980 The Globe and Mail 2.00%
China (Hong Kong) 1988 South China Morning Post 3.80%
China (Shanghai) 1994 Shanghai Securities Journal 4.00%
Germany 1985 Handelsblat, FAZ 2.50%
Greece 1989 Kathimerini, To Vima 4.00%
Ireland 1987 The Irish Times 2.50%
Japan 1981 Yomiuri and Asahi 3.00%
New Zealand 1996 New Zealand Herald 2.50%
Saudi Arabia 1994 Al Riyadh 2.50%
Singapore 1980 Business Times and Straits Times 2.50%
South Africa 1986 Business Day 2.50%
South Korea 1980 Chosun Ilbo 2.50%

Notes: The jump threshold is the minimum absolute return required for a day to be considered a jump in 
each country. We allow for differences across countries to account for differences in unconditional 
volatility. Jump threshold was chosen such that jumps were approximately 1% of trading days 29



Table A2. Largest Positive and Negative Jumps 
By Era

Notes: We identify the 10 biggest stock market gains/losses in each era, and identify the modal
categories among these moves.

Years Most Common 2nd Most Most Common 2nd Most
Pre-Fed Era 1900-13 100 Unknown Corp. Earnings Unknown Corp. Earnings
World War I 1914-19 63 Sov. Military Macro. News Sov. Military Unknown

1920s 1920-28 32 Unknown Macro. News Unknown Corp. Earnings
Depression Era 1929-38 466 Macro. News Unknown Macro. News Monetary Policy

World War II 1939-45 51 Sov. Military Macro. News Sov. Military Monetary Policy
Early Postwar 1946-72 63 Macro. News Sov. Military Unknown Sov. Military

Inflation & Oil shocks 1973-79 27 Macro. News Commodities Monetary Policy Macro. News
Disinflation & Growth 1980-94 65 Macro. News Corp. Earnings Macro. News Monetary Policy

Boom, Rec. & Recovery 1995-2006 95 Macro. News Corp. Earnings Monetary Policy Macro. News
Global Financial Crisis 2007-10 109 Macro. News Corp. Earnings Macro. News Corp. Earnings

Post GFC 2011-18 37 Macro. News Unknown Macro. News Monetary Policy
All Periods 1900-2018 1108 Macro. News Unknown Macro. News Unknown

Negative Jumps Positive Jumps
# jumps



Table A3: Policy-Share by Jump Size

Positive Negative Positive Negative

 + [0,0.5%) 43% 27% 36% 16%
 + [0.5%,1%) 43% 26% 46% 7%
 + [1%,1.5%) 40% 39% 46% 33%

 +1.5% or larger 53% 32% 53% 18%

Absolute Jump 
Size, Relative to 

Threshold

1900-2018 1980-2018

Positive Negative Positive Negative

 + [0,0.5%) 21% 22% 25% 25%
 + [0.5%,1%) 34% 16% 38% 17%
 + [1%,1.5%) 28% 22% 32% 25%

 +1.5% or larger 36% 23% 46% 27%

1980-2015 (of Known)
ROTW: Share of Jumps Attributed to Policy

Absolute Jump 
Size, Relative to 

Threshold

1980-2015 (Overall)



Validation Exercises [Table A4]

1. Industry-Level Jump Responsiveness: For many jumps, the 
explanation offered in next-day accounts implies an amplified 
or dampened response of certain industries to the news that 
moved the overall market.

Example 1, Banks: During the GFC, the stock market responded 
positively to upward revisions in the likelihood or generosity of bank 
bailouts. For this type of jump, we expect an even more favorable 
response for Bank stocks. That is, the response of Banks is 
AMPLIFIED relative to the overall market response.

Example 2, Guns: When bad news about the likelihood or duration 
of the Iraq war generated a negative jump, we expect the response 
for Guns (Defense firms) to be DAMPENED relative to the overall 
market response. While a longer war may be bad for the overall 
U.S. economy, it is less bad (or even good) for Guns.



Validation Exercises [Table A4]

Implementation:

• Obtain daily portfolio returns for 49 industries.

• Review coding detail for U.S. equity market jumps from 1960 to 2016. If 
the detailed description for jump-date t implicates industry i, then assign 
values to ௧ as follows:

௧ = 1, if jump description implies AMPLIFIED response of i.

= -1, if jump description implies DAMPENED response of I;

= 0, OTHERWISE.

• In making these industry assignments, we take a conservative approach, 
as follows:

– We typically make industry assignments based on the Primary jump 
reason only, not the Secondary Jump reason (if there is a Secondary 
reason. 

– We set to 0 when the detailed explanation for the Jump involved 
an overly broad industry group for our purposes. For example, 
“Manufacturing,” maps to at least 15 of the 49 industry groups.



Validation Exercises [Table A4]

• Most jumps do not map readily to a particular industry. 
Sometimes, we assign 2 industries to a given jump. Most, 
but not all, of these dual assignments involve Sovereign 
Military Jumps, which implicate both Guns and Aerospace.

• Among our 339 jumps from 1960 to 2016, we obtain 115 
Jump-Day X Industry observations with nonzero Tri values, 
as follows:
– Banks: 38 nonzero values

– Guns: 19 

– Aerospace: 16

– Others, all with less than 10 nonzero Tri values: Oil, Coal, Building 
Materials, Construction, Autos, Chips, Hardware, Household Goods, 
Software, Electrical Equipment

the daily return for industry portfolio i on day t.

the daily return on market portfolio on day t.



Validation Exercises [Table A4]

Under both approaches, the hypothesis of interest 
is



Table A4: Industry-level Excess Returns

Banks Pooled Sample
All Days Jump Days All Days Jump Days

Coefficient 0.80*** 0.74*** 0.55*** 0.51***
(St. Error) (0.23) (0.24) (0.13) (0.13)
Observations 13,469 339 109,760 4720
R-Squared 0.67 0.83 0.56 0.81

A regression for Guns, yields results similar to the Pooled ones, but the standard error is large 
and the coefficient estimate is insignificant. When we set Tri=-1 for the Aerospace industry for 
jumps attributed to Sovereign Military Conflict, the Aerospace regression yields a small, 
marginally significant coefficient of the wrong sign. That may reflect the ambiguous nature of 
Aerospace firms’ responses to military conflict: (relatively) good news for defense-oriented 
aerospace firms may, at the same time, be bad for aerospace firms oriented toward civilian 
customers. If we set Tri=1 for Aerospace in these cases, the anomalous Aerospace result 
disappears, and the Pooled Sample results get stronger. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1



Table A5: Monetary Policy Category More Likely 
Following FOMC Meetings

Notes: LHS is 100 times an indicator variable for a Monetary Policy Jump. US data, 
1981-2018. FOMC_t only includes scheduled meetings. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

` All Days Jump Days All Days Jump Days
Positive 
Jumps

Negative 
Jumps

FOMC Meeting at t or t-1 (FOMC_t) 2.13** 33.34*** 1.33 32.03*** 43.62*** 25.41
(0.84) (10.99) (0.99) (12.10) (14.99) (34.17)

Avg. return over past 6 weeks -210.40*** 70.41 -226.39*** 36.56 -370.54 1071.46
(81.62) (834.40) (79.24) (835.45) (1477.54) (784.53)

Avg. return over past 6 weeks * FOMC_t -697.38 3992.74 -399.93 4477.66 9,765.68* 384.1
(610.23) (4086.82) (614.41) (5035.09) (5725.14) (7503.26)

Vol. over last six weeks 109.66*** -130.49 98.19*** -140.05 -47.73 -186.65**
(33.64) (112.87) (33.15) (112.69) (214.58) (86.72)

Vol. over last six weeks * FOMC_t 172.39 152.89 268.75 -578.89
(209.01) (648.83) (726.37) (3135.62)

Constant 0.25** 20.69*** 0.30** 20.79*** 26.24*** 15.71***
(0.13) (3.19) (0.12) (3.21) (5.37) (3.81)

Observations 9,370 282 9,370 282 137 145
R-squared 0.028 0.083 0.032 0.095 0.149 0.071

Baseline + HAR Interaction



Table 6: International Jump Policy/Non-Policy

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1

New_Zealand
Saudi_Arabia

Hong_Kong
Singapore

Australia
Germany

Greece
UK

Canada
Ireland

South_Africa
Korea
Japan

US
Shanghai

Policy Non-Policy
No Article + Unknown

Notes: Each bar is the share of jumps by category within each country. All years available for each 
country are used.



Table A3: Geographic Source, by Country

Notes: Shows share of jumps by geographic origin (bars). Crosses shows the average trade (gross exports + 
gross imports) from the US as a share of domestic GDP between 1999 and 2015.
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No Article Found
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Jump criteria: relative changes greater than 0.04 or absolute changes greater than 0.2

US Bond (count of type)
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